In this paper, we w i l l extend the notion of utterance verification and utilize it to correct recognition errors. This is hypothesis when the verification algorithm produces a higher confidence score for the second candidate compared to the top one. This way, recognition accuracy is improved by correcting emrs when possible, thereby rejecting fewer utterances, instead of rejecting all questionable utterances outright. 
Utterance verification (w) is a process which the done by the recognized string with the next best output of a speech recognizer is verified to determine if the input speech actually includes the recognized keyword(s). The output of the speech verifier is a binary decision to accept or reject the recognized utterance based on a W confidence score.
In this paper, we extend the notion of utterance verification to not only detect errors but also selectively comct them. We perform error correction by flipping the hypotheses produced by an N-best recognizer in cases when the top candidate has a W confidence score that is lower than that of the next candidate. We propose two measures for computing confidence scores and investigate the use of a hybrid confidence measure that combines the two measures into a single score. Using this hybrid confidence measure and an N-best algorithm, we obtained an 11% improvement in wordcrrw rate on a connected digit recognition task. This improvement was
INTRODUCTION
In many speech recognition applications, the N-best algorithm has been employed to produce multiple recognition hypotheses, resulting in improved performance. The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we innduce two distinct measures that can be used as confidence scores for recognition hypotheses. We then propose to combine the two measures into a single confidence score that can be used to detect and subsequently correct mrs. We then evaluate the proposed approaches using some experimental data.
We discuss two hypothesis testing measures based on likelihood ratio tests. One approach uses HMM models that are separate from the acoustic models used during recognition. These verification-specific models are discriminatively trained using the Minimum Verification Enor (ME) training method. The other approach does not require additional models.
MVE-Trained Likelihood Ratio
In this method, utterance verification is done as a postprocessing step after the N recognition hypotheses and the assodated word segmentations are available from the recognition phase. The problem is formulated at the word-level and subsequently extended to the string-level. It comprises a likelihood ratio test that is a function of two models (null and alternate hypothesis) which are both trained using a discriminative minimum verification error naining (MVE) framework [l] . The null hypothesis is that the recognized word is c o m t while the alternate hypothesis is that the word is misrecognized. The alternate hypothesis covers two equally important categories: non-keyword speech and keyword speech that is misreconized by the recognizer.
We fint define a word-based likelihood ratio statistic whose probability distribution parameters are determined discriminatively. Lct S = wqcl) wqC2) w9(3) . wQCN) be a byword string hypothesis of length N prodiaced by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) recognizer with a ,vocabulary set of { w k l , 1 I k I K. The function q(n). 1 i n I N, maps the word number in the string sequence S to the index of the word in the vocabulary set. Let 0, be the observation vector sequence corresponding to the speech segment for word w9(,) in S, as determined by the HMM segmentation. The word l i k W mrw is written as.
where 0 is the observation sequence of the whole string and y is a positive constant. The string likelihood ratio score, LR(")(O;S), serves as a confidence measure and is compared to a threshold to make a verification decision. Defining the string likelihood score as given in equation (5) suggests that the keywords with low likelihood ratio scores tend to dominate the string score. This is a desirable property since this Staristic will be used to isolate utterances likely to be recognized in error.
where Ho(wqc,)) and HI(w9(,,)) 
The definition of the alternate bypothesis model is motivated by our objective of reliably detecting both keyword misrecognitions as well as non-keyword speech. Accordingly This technique is effective especially if the recognition models are discriminatively trained. In this work, we used an N-best algorithm similar to the one desaibed in [7J.
Combined Confidence Score
The two likelihood ratio measures introduced in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are derived from two distinct sets of HMMs. One uses a set of verification-specific HMMs, while the other rcuses the HMMs used during the recognition phase. The natural question arises as to whether the two different likelihood ratio measures can be combined into a new hybrid confidence score that can outperform either measure when considered separately.
This will be illustrated in the experimental results section. The hybrid score takes the form of a linear combination of U(-) and and is written as
where a and b are weighting factors detennined discriminatively using Fisher's linear discriminant analysis as pan of the training phase. phrases were used for training and the remaining for testing.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

. : -
MVE L i k e l i i Ratio
The recognizer feature vector consisted of the following 39 parameters: 12 LPC derived cepstral coefficients, 12 delta cepstral coefficients, 12 delta-delta cepstral coefficients. normalized log energy, and the delta and delta-delta of the energy parameter. The recognition digit model set was similar to the one used in [8] and consisted of continuous density, context dependent subword HMMs that were trained in a m kdependent mode. The training of these recognition models was based on minimum classification m r training using the generalized probablistic descent discriminative training framework [891. A string accuracy of 95.15% with a null grammar was achieved with these models. The corresponding word m r rate was 1.15%.
. 2 Error Detection
In this section we will discuss the relative performance of the approaches described in Section 2. We will primarily focus on the ability to detect and reject questionable utterances outright and improve overall recognition accuracy on the strings that are not rejected. In the next section, we will illustrate the m r correction aspect. For our study. the MVE model set, Vq(n). is represented by context independent models that are discriminatively trained. Each keyword model. hq(") and antikeyword model. yg(,,) in the model set, Vqlg(,,). is represented by a 10 state, 8 mixture HMM. A total of 11 sets corresponding to the digits 0-9 and oh are trained. A common filler model was used to represent the filler model, $ q ( n ) , for all 11 keywords. Figures 1 through 3 compare the relative performance of the MVE method, the N-best method and the combined method. Figure 1 shows the string accuracy as a function of the string rejection rate. Another way of viewing the improvement in recognition accuracy is shown i n Figure 2 . This figure represents an ROC cume showing the false alarm rate of valid digit strings that are incorrectly recognized versus the false rejection rate of strings that are correctly recognized. For example from Figure 1 we see that, at an operating point of 5% rejection of valid digit strings, the MVE approach results in a 97.45% suing accuracy compared to 97.84% for the N-best approach and 98.06% for the combined approach. While the error rate is better for the N-best approach compared to the MVE method for valid strings, it is worse on the non-keyword database as illustrated in Figure 3 . This figure shows an ROC m e of the false aiann rate of non-keyword smngs versus the false rejection rate of correctly recognized strings. By rejecting 5.0% of the correctly recognized digit strings, the MVE method and the combined method are able to reject more than 99% of the non-keyword sfrings, while with the N-best method, the performance is worse. From Figures 1-3 , it is seen that the combined confidence score outperforms both the MVE and the N-best approaches under both SCtMiiOS. Figure 2 shows that we are able to reject 60% of all the a " at the cost of rejecting around 2% ad the comctly rccoguizcd strings if we used the hybrid appach. Also from Figure 2 it can be seen that, we are able to reject nearly 100% of the errors if we use the hybrid approach and have the luxury of rejecting 40% of the corrccty recognized strings. This means that all of the misrecognmd strings have a hybrid confidence scon below the median.
MVE Likelihood
Error Correction
The criterion used for replacing the top a d i d a t e was as follows. If the string confidence score was higher than a threshold it was deemed correct and not replaced Only smngs that had a string confidence score less than the threshold w e n considered for correction. The top hypothesis replaced if the confidence score for the second-best hypothesis was larger than the threshold. Figure 4 shows a plot of the confidence score threshold versus the word error rate. At the threshold corresponding to the minimum word-error rate, we are able to lower the worderror rate by 11% from 1.15% it0 1.02%. The corresponding string accuracy improved from fmm 95.15% to 95.7095. At higher thresholds, more errors are introduced than fixed.
based on a linear combination of two distinct likelihood ratio scores. Using this combined confidence score, we were able to obtain a 11% improvement in word-error rate by selectively correcting errors detected by the W method.
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